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We consider the complexity of equational unification and matching
problems where the equational theory contains a nilpotent function, i.e.,
a function f satisfying f(x, x)=0 where 0 is a constant. We show that
nilpotent unification and matching are NP-complete. In the presence of
associativity and commutativity, the problems still remain NP-complete.
However, when 0 is also assumed to be the unity for the function f, the
problems are solvable in polynomial time. We also show that the problem
remains in P even when a homomorphism is added. An application of this
result to a subclass of set constraints is illustrated. Second-order match-
ing modulo nilpotence is shown to be undecidable. ] 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Equational unification is an important computational problem in automated
theorem proving. Its usefulness derives from the ability to ‘‘build-in’’ many proof
steps into the pattern matching algorithm, possibly shortening the search for a
proof. As a new practical application, we define a class of set constraints and show
that problems in this class can be solved in polynomial time by equational unification.
Incorporating equational theories in unification algorithms has been guided by
the properties of the functions that we often encounter in mathematical theories.
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For instance, it was observed by Plotkin in 1972 [23] that properties such as
associativity and commutativity can be built into unification algorithms. This
resulted in extensive research into associative-commutative (AC) unification and
rewriting. Unity (x+0=x) and idempotence (x+x=x) were also of interest and
there has been work on unification algorithms that build-in these theories. There
are many other properties that can be treated similarly. Many equational theories
have been considered in the literature [3, 5, 15]. Decidability and complexity
results have been obtained for many of them [17, 18, 25].
In this paper we consider nilpotence: the simple theory f (x, x)=0 where 0 is a
constant. Examples of nilpotent functions are subtraction (&), Boolean exclusive-
or (), and set difference ("). We show that elementary unification and matching
modulo this theory are NP-complete. We also consider the case where the function
f additionally satisfies associativity and commutativity. To our surprise, we found
that the problems are still NP-complete. However, when 0 is also the unity of f , i.e.,
f (x, 0)=x, unification and matching problems can be solved in polynomial time.
Furthermore, we show that unification and matching problems remain in polyno-
mial time when a homomorphism is added to the theory. With a homomorphism
in the theory, the unification and matching problems can be extended over infinite
terms, and they are still polynomial time solvable. This polynomial time algorithm
can be used to solve a subclass of set constraints. This gives the first subclass of set
constraints which can be solved by using equational unification in polynomial time.
Second-order matching modulo nilpotence is shown to be undecidable. This
provides the first example of a theory whose first-order unification problem is
decidable and finitary, but whose second-order matching problem is undecidable.
1.1. Basic Definitions
Definitions of some of the basic terminology of rewrite rule theory that we later
use are given below. For a more extensive list of definitions and a survey of basic
results the reader is referred to [7].
A term rewriting system R is a finite set of oriented equations [li  ri | i # N]
where li and ri are terms and Var(ri)Var(li). These oriented equations are com-
monly called rewrite rules or simply rules. A term rewriting system is said to be con-
vergent (or canonical ) if and only if it is Noetherian and confluent; in other words,
if a set of rules is convergent then the rewriting process is both finitely terminating
and uniquely terminating in all cases. A rule l  r in a term rewriting system R is
optimally reducing if and only if it satisfies the following property: for every sub-
stitution %, if %(s) is irreducible for every proper subterm s of l, then %(r) is
irreducible too. A term rewriting system R is optimally reducing if and only if every
rule in it is optimally reducing [21].
A function f is nilpotent if it satisfies the identity f (x, x)=0. As mentioned earlier,
an example of such a function is the exclusive-or function in Boolean algebra.
Nilpotent unification is a (first-order) E-unification problem in the presence of the
theory E=[ f (x, x)=0]. This is a syntactic theory [19]: it is finite, and resolvant,
which means that if s=E t holds, then there is an equational derivation of it which
uses at most one application of f (x, x)=0 at the top level. It is also a shallow
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theory [6]; i.e., the variables in every equation (in the presentation) do not appear
below level 1. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that the term rewriting system
[ f (x, x)  0] is convergent and optimally reducing [21].
Given an equational theory E, an elementary term is a term built using only the
function symbols appearing in E and additional constants. Two terms s and t are
said to be unifiable modulo an equational theory E if and only if there exists a sub-
stitution % such that %(s)=E %(t). The elementary unification problem modulo an
equational theory E is to determine, given a set of pairs [(s1 , t1) , ..., (sn , tn)],
whether there exists _ such that _(s1)=E _(t1), ..., _(sn)=E _(tn), where the terms
(si ’s and t i ’s) are elementary terms. This is in contrast to the general unification
problem modulo E where the input terms may contain uninterpreted function sym-
bols that do not occur in E. The matching problem is a subclass of the unification
problem where the ti ’s are ground terms.
We shall show that elementary nilpotent unifiability is an NP-complete problem,
despite the extreme simplicity of the theory. Membership in NP is easy to show,
especially since E is optimally reducing. NP-hardness is shown by reduction from
three satisfiability [24]. ACN-unification, where the function is also associative and
commutative, is shown to be NP-hard by reduction from 3-colorability [9].
2. UNIFICATION MODULO NILPOTENCE
We consider the complexity of the following unifiability problem.
Definition 1. The problem of elementary nilpotent unifiability is defined as
follows.
Instance. A set S of pairs of elementary terms, i.e., first-order terms over the
signature [ f, 0] along with additional constants.
Question. Is S E-unifiable where E=[ f (x, x)=0]?
In the general case, the terms whose unifiability is sought could contain uninter-
preted function symbols. We shall use the following NP-complete problem in the
proof of our result.
Definition 2. The NP-complete problem of three satisfiability [24] (3SAT) is
defined as follows.
Instance. A set U=[ y1 , ..., yn] where n0 of propositional variables, and a
finite set B of propositional clauses each of which has the form [li 6 lj 6 lk] where
each literal li , lj , and lk is either a variable in U or a negation of a variable in U.
Question. Is there a truth assignment {: U  [T, F] such that each clause in B
has at least one literal which is true under {?
Theorem 3. Nilpotent unifiability is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP because the term rewriting system consisting of the
rewrite rule
f (x, x)  0
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is convergent, and the right-hand side of the rule is an irreducible ground term.
Thus the system is optimally reducing [21] and the unifiability check is in NP. (See
also Theorem 5.1 in [8].)
To show NP-hardness, the NP-complete problem three satisfiability will be poly-
nomially reduced to nilpotent unifiability. Let U=[x1 , ..., xn] and B=[c1 , ..., cm]
be any instance of three satisfiability. We shall construct using the following
encodings an instance of nilpotent unifiability which is unifiable if and only if B is
satisfiable. The terms we construct are over the signature [ f , 0, a] where a is a new
constant symbol.
The function enc is defined as follows.
 enc(T) is 0.
 enc(F) is a.
 enc(x) is x, provided that x is a positive literal.
 enc(cx) is the new variable x .
 enc([l i 6 l j 6 lk]) is
f ( f (0, f ( f (0, enc(li)), f (enc(lj), y))), f ( f (0, enc(lk)), z))
where y and z are unique new variables.
For each variable x in the original formula, we include in the constructed
instance of nilpotent unifiability the pair (neg(x), 0) where neg(x) is the term
f ( f (x, 0), f (a, x )). This ensures that in every solution to the unification problem,
either x is instantiated to 0 and x to a, or vice versa.
The encoding has the required property that %(enc([xi 6 xj 6 xk]))=N 0, where
% is a substitution, if and only if at least one of these equations holds: %(enc(xi))
=N 0, %(enc(xj))=N 0 or %(enc(xk))=N 0. This can be seen by inspection from the
case analysis below.
Without loss of generality, suppose that enc(xi)=vi , enc(xj)=vj , and enc(xk)=
vk where vi , v j , and vk are variables. There are eight possible instantiations of these
variables because of the pairs of the form (neg(v), 0) mentioned above. The sub-
stitution % restricted to the variables [vi , vj , vk , y, z] has one of the following seven
forms where t is an arbitrary term over the signature [ f, 0] along with additional
constants.
%1=[(vi , 0) , (vj , 0) , (vk , 0) , ( y, t) , (z, f (0, f (0, t)))],
%2=[(vi , 0) , (vj , 0) , (vk , a) , ( y, 0) , (z, f (0, a))],
%3=[(vi , 0) , (vj , a) , (vk , 0) , ( y, t) , (z, f (0, f (a, t)))],
%4=[(vi , 0) , (vj , a) , (vk , a) , ( y, a) , (z, f (0, a))],
%5=[(vi , a) , (vj , 0) , (vk , 0) , ( y, t) , (z, f ( f (0, a), f (0, t)))],
%6=[(vi , a) , (vj , 0) , (vk , a) , ( y, a) , (z, f (0, a))],
%7=[(vi , a) , (vj , a) , (vk , 0) , ( y, t) , (z, f ( f (0, a), f (a, t)))].
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There is no solution when vi , vj , and vk are each instantiated to a because this
creates a clash between 0 and f (0, a).
The instance of nilpotent unifiability constructed is
S=[(neg(x1), 0) , ..., (neg(xn), 0) , (enc(c1), 0) , ..., (enc(cm), 0)],
which has the property that S is E-unifiable if and only if B is satisfiable. It is easy
to see that S can be constructed in a time which is a linear function of the number
of symbols in B. K
Example 4. Here is an example of the construction used in the proof of
Theorem 3. Let U=[x1 , x2 , x3] and B=[[cx1 6 x2 6 cx1], [x1 6cx3 6
cx2]] be an instance of three satisfiability.
From the definition of enc above, we have
enc([cx1 6 x2 6 cx1])= f ( f (0, f ( f (0, x1 ), f (x2 , y1))), f ( f (0, x1 ), z1)),
and
enc([x1 6 cx3 6cx2])= f ( f (0, f ( f (0, x1), f (x3 , y2))), f ( f (0, x2 ), z2)).
The constructed instance of nilpotent unifiability is
S=[( f ( f (x1 , 0), f (a, x1 )), 0) ,
( f ( f (x2 , 0), f (a, x2 )), 0) ,
( f ( f (x3 , 0), f (a, x3 )), 0) ,
( f ( f (0, f ( f (0, x1 ), f (x2 , y1))), f ( f (0, x1 ), z1)), 0) ,
( f ( f (0, f ( f (0, x1), f (x3 , y2))), f ( f (0, x2 ), z2)), 0)].
The instance of three satisfiability in this example is satisfiable with the truth
assignment {(x1)=F, {(x2)=T, and {(x3)=F among others. The substitution
[(x1 , a) , (x2 , 0) , (x3 , a) , (x1 , 0) , (x2 , a) ,
(x3 , 0) , ( y1 , 0), (z1 , 0) , ( y2 , a) , (z2 , f (0, a))]
is a solution % to the constructed instance of elementary nilpotent unifiability that
corresponds to the truth assignment {.
It is possible to show that the problem is NP-complete even when there is only
one pair in the input. Given a nonempty set S of terms, we define a meta-term
M (S) as follows.
M ([t])= f (t, 0)
M ([t1 , t2 , ..., tn])= f (t1 , f (t1 , M ([t2 , ..., tn]))),
where t1 , ..., tn are distinct elements.
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We now have the following result.
Lemma 5. Given a set S=[t1 , t2 , ..., tn] of n distinct terms, [(M (S), 0)] is
E-unifiable if and only if [(t1 , 0) , (t2 , 0) , ..., (tn , 0)] is E-unifiable.
Proof. If [(t1 , 0) , (t2 , 0) , ..., (tn , 0)] is E-unifiable, then it follows from the
definition of the meta-term that [(M (S), 0)] is E-unifiable.
We now prove the converse. When S=[t1], the result follows immediately by
the definition of the meta-term above. When S=[t1 , ..., tn] and |S|=n>1 suppose
that % is an E-unifier of [(M (S), 0)], but that it is not an E-unifier of [(t1 , 0) ,
(t2 , 0) , ..., (tn , 0)].
This implies there is an integer k: 1k<n such that %tk cannot be rewritten to
0. There is a subterm f (tk , f (tk , t)) of M (S) where t=M ([tk+1 , ..., tn]), and a
subterm f (%tk , f (%tk , %t)) of %M (S). It follows that f (%tk , f (%tk , %t)) also cannot be
rewritten to 0. We also have that f (%tk&1 , f (%tk&1 , f (%tk , f (%tk , %t)) cannot be
rewritten to 0. By repeating this argument k&2 times, we see that [(M (S), 0)]
is not E-unifiable. This is a contradiction. Hence, % must be an E-unifier of
[(t1 , 0) , (t2 , 0) , ..., (tn , 0)], as required. K
The theory E can easily be seen to be finitary, i.e., complete sets of unifiers are
always finite, by Proposition 2 of Hullot [14, p. 327].
3. ACN-UNIFICATION AND MATCHING
Let + be a nilpotent function. We consider the case where + additionally
satisfies associativity and commutativity. In other words, the equational theory
ACN is
(x+ y)+z=x+( y+z)
x+ y=y+x
x+x=0.
We can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Elementary ACN-unifiability is NP-complete.
Proof. We first show that the problem is in NP. If [a1 , ..., ak] is the set of free
constants in a given instance of ACN-unifiability, then we need only consider sub-
stitutions where every variable is replaced by a ground term over the signature
[+, 0, a1 , ..., ak] which is in normal form modulo the AC-rewriting system
x+x  0
x+(x+ y)  0+ y.
In other words, the terms we have to consider are of the form ai1+ } } } +aim or
ai1+ } } } +aim+0 where each ij # [1, ..., k]. The result follows because the size of
these terms is a polynomial function of the size of the given instance.
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We reduce the NP-complete problem graph 3-colorability [9] to that of
ACN-unifiability.
Let graph G=(V, E) and color set C=[c1 , c2 , c3] be any instance of graph
3-colorability, where V=[v1 , v2 , ..., vn] and n3. We construct an instance of
ACN-unifiability as follows.
We treat the node names v1 , v2 , ..., vn as variables. For every edge ek=
[vi , vj] # E, we construct the pair
(vi+vj+zk , c1+c2+c3) ,
where Z=[z1 , z2 , ..., zm] is a set of extra variables and m=|E |. Obviously, every
zk , 1km, only appears in one pair. The construction results in a set of pairs
S=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sm , tm)] where m=|E |.
Now we show that an instance of 3-colorability is solvable iff S is ACN-unifiable.
If the 3-colorability instance is solvable, then there is a substitution _: V  C
such that _vi {_vj if ek=[vi , v j] # E. We extend this substitution to Z as follows:
for 1km, _zk=c, where (vi+vj+zk , c1+c2+c3) # S and [c]=[c1 , c2 , c3]&
[_vi , _vj].
For any pair (vi+vj+zk , c1+c2+c3) # S, _vi , _vj , _zk # [c1 , c2 , c3] and _vi {
_vj {_zk , so _v i _ _vj _ _zk=[c1 , c2 , c3]. We have
_(vi+vj+zk)=_v i+_v j+_zk
=ACN c1+c2+c3 .
Therefore _ is an ACN unifier for S.
If the set S is ACN-unifiable, then there is a substitution % for V _ Z and
%si=ACN %ti for every (si , t i) # S. Note the s i of each pair consists of three distinct
variable occurrences and the ti of each pair consists of three distinct constant
occurrences; furthermore, there is no 0 in the t i . Hence for each pair (vi+vj+zk ,
c1+c2+c3) # S, %vi , %vj # [c1 , c2 , c3] and %vi {%vj . For every edge ek=[vi , vj] # E,
there is a pair in S. Thus every node has been assigned a color different from those
of its neighbors. Therefore % is a color assignment for the graph and the
3-Colorability problem is solvable.
The construction of S can be done linearly in the size of E. K
The above proof also shows that ACN-matching is NP-complete, because for
every (si , ti) # S, ti is a ground term.
4. ACUN-UNIFICATION AND MATCHING
When 0 is also the unity of +, the theory is
(x+ y)+z=x+( y+z)
x+ y=y+x
x+0=x
x+x=0.
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We call this theory ACUN. Note that exclusive-or () and symmetric set dif-
ference3 satisfy these properties.
First we have a theorem on reorganizing ACUN equations.
Theorem 7.
x1+ } } } +xm+a1+ } } } +ak=ACUN xm+1+ } } } +xn+ak+1+ } } } +al
iff x1+ } } } +xm+xm+1+ } } } +xn=ACUN a1+ } } } +ak+ak+1+ } } } +a l .
Proof. Trivial. K
By the above theorem, any ACUN unification equation can be reorganized into
an equation in which variables appear in one side and constants appear in another
side. We will use this fact in our algorithm for elementary ACUN-unification. This
also shows that any elementary ACUN-unification problem can be reduced to an
ACUN-matching problem.
We now give an algorithm for elementary ACUN-unification.
1. Input
 X=[x1 , ..., xn] is the set of variables which appear in S.
 C=[c1 , ..., cl] is the set of constants which appear in S.
 S=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sk , tk)] is the set of unification equations,
where the ti ’s are constant terms and si=x i1+x i2+ } } } +x imi , x ij # X.
2. Algorithm
(a) For each constant ci , 1il
 Create a set of Boolean variables X ci=[xci1 , ..., x
ci
n ].
 Generate a set of equations S ci from S.
xci11+x
c i
12+ } } } +x
ci
1m1
={10
if ci # t1
otherwise
xci21+x
ci
22+ } } } +x
ci
2m2
={10
if ci # t2
otherwise
b b
xcik1+x
ci
k2+ } } } +x
ci
kmk
={10
if c i # tk
otherwise
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3 If A and B are sets, then (A"B) _ (B"A) is their symmetric set difference.
 Solve S ci by Gaussian elimination over the Boolean ring.
(b) If every S ci, 1il, has solutions then % is a substitution defined as
follows.
%(x1)=c1 } xc11 + } } } +cl } x
cl
1
%(x2)=c1 } xc12 + } } } +cl } x
cl
2
b
%(xn)=c1 } xc1n + } } } +cl } x
cl
n .
Theorem 8. Sc1, S c2, ..., S cl have solutions iff S is ACUN unifiable and %(s i)
=ACUN %(t i), 1ik. The complexity of the above algorithm is O(nk2l ).
Corollary 9. Elementary ACUN-unifiability can be solved in polynomial time.
A subcase of elementary ACN-unification, where for every (si , t i) # S, both si
and ti are nonground terms, can be shown to be in P, by reduction to ACUN-
unification.
Theorem 10. Let S=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sm , tm)] be a set of pairs of
elementary terms where for every (si , ti) # S both si and ti are nonground terms. The
set S is ACN-unifiable iff S is ACUN-unifiable.
Proof. One way is trivial: if S is ACN-unifiable, then it is clearly ACUN-
unifiable. We now prove the other way, i.e., if S is ACUN-unifiable then S is
ACN-unifiable.
Suppose % is an ACUN-unifier for S. We define another substitution %$(x i)=
%(xi)+0 for every variable xi in S.
For every (si , ti) # S, either %s i=ACN s$i or %s i=ACN s$i+0 where s$i is a ground
term without 0 and it is an ACN normal form. We note that nilpotence can be con-
sidered as a rule N: x+x  0. The rewriting system N is convergent modulo AC.
The ACN normal form is the normal form with respect to NAC .
Similarly, either %ti=ACN t$i or %ti=ACN t$i+0 where t$i is a ground term without
0 and it is an ACN normal form. Furthermore, %si=ACUN %ti implies s$i=ACN t$i .
Because si and ti are nonground terms, %$si=ACN s$i+0 and %$t i=ACN t$i+0. Thus
%$si=ACN %$ti . K
Despite this result, general unification and matching modulo ACUN are NP-
complete.
Theorem 11. General ACUN-unifiability is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP. Membership in NP can be shown using
techniques from [4]. We omit the details.
We reduce the NP-complete problem graph 3-colorability to general
ACUN-unifiability.
Let graph G=(V, E) and color set C=[c1 , c2 , c3] be any instance of graph
3-colorability, where V=[v1 , v2 , ..., vn] and n3.
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We construct an instance of general ACUN-unifiability as follows. The node
names v1 , v2 , ..., vn will be used as variables in the instance of ACUN-unifiability.
Additionally, a set of extra variables [z1 , z2 , ..., zm] is also introduced, where
m=|E | is the number of edges of G. The symbol g is an uninterpreted function
symbol. The color names c1 , c2 , and c3 will be used as constants.
For every edge ek=[vi , v j] # E, we construct the pair (sk , tk) where
sk=g(vi , v j , zk)+ g(vi , zk , vj)+ g(vj , vi , zk)
+g(vj , zk , vi)+ g(zk , vi , v j)+ g(zk , vj , vi)
tk=g(c1 , c2 , c3)+ g(c1 , c3 , c2)+ g(c2 , c1 , c3)
+g(c2 , c3 , c1)+ g(c3 , c1 , c2)+ g(c3 , c2 , c1).
Obviously, every zk where 1km only appears in one pair. The construction
results in a set of pairs S=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sm , tm)] where m=|E |. We
note that sk=ACUN tk iff vi , vj , zk are substituted by three different constants from
among c1 , c2 , and c3 .
Now we show that an instance of 3-colorability is solvable iff S is ACUN-
unifiable.
If the 3-colorability instance is solvable, then there is a color assignment which
assigns different colors to every pair of connected nodes. For every occurrence of
vi and vj in a unification pair, the nodes vi and vj in the graph G must be connected
by an edge of G. Therefore every occurrence of vi and vj in a pair can be replaced
by different color names, i.e., constants. There is also a different color which is not
used in this replacement and which can be used for the occurrences of zk in the pair.
By this substitution, the left-hand component of each pair contains six syntactically
different g-terms whose arguments are single constants from among c1 , c2 , and c3 .
In this way, we can obtain a unifier from the color assignment. This shows that S
is ACUN-unifiable.
If the set S is ACUN-unifiable, then there is a substitution % which is a unifier
of S. It is easy to see that the unifier only can substitute each variable by a single
constant, i.e., c1 , c2 , or c3 .
We now show that the unifier substitutes different constants for two variables in
the same pair. If any two of the variables in a pair (sk , tk) are substituted by the
same constant, then sk reduces to 0, i.e., %(sk)=ACUN 0. The pair is not unifiable
because tk is not equivalent to 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore, if the variables
vi and vj occur in the same pair, the unifier must substitute different constants for
vi and vj . This implies that every pair of connected nodes will always be assigned dif-
ferent colors. Thus, a color assignment can be easily obtained from the unifier. K
Now we consider the counting problem for general ACUN-unification. If the
definition of the counting problem for unification in [13] is used, the counting
problem for general ACUN-unification can also be defined as the problem of com-
puting the cardinality of a complete, minimal set of unifiers for a general ACUN-
unification problem.
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Corollary 12. The counting problem of general ACUN-unification is *P-hard.
Proof. From the above NP-hardness reduction, it is easy to see that for each
unifier of S the corresponding color assignment of G is unique, and vice versa. The
unifier obtained from the color assignment is also a most general unifier. It is well
known that graph 3-colorability is *P-complete, so general ACUN-unification is
also *P-hard. K
Corollary 13. The counting problem of general ACUN-matching is *P-hard.
5. ACUNh-UNIFICATION
Let h be a homomorphism. The equational theory ACUNh is
(x+ y)+z=x+( y+z)
x+ y=y+x
x+0=x
x+x=0
h(x+ y)=h(x)+h( y)
h(0)=0.
We use hkx to represent term h(h(...h
k
(x) ...)) (k0). The term
h(h(...h
k1
(x) ...))+h(h(...h
k2
(x) ...))+ } } } +h(h(...h
kn
(x) ...))
can be represented by hk1x+hk2x+ } } } +hknx. Obviously, hk1+hk2+ } } } +hkn is a
polynomial over Z2[h]. The ACUNh-unification problem can be solved by solving
equations over Z2[h]. The connection between elementary unification problems of
theories with homomorphisms and solving linear equations over algebraic domains
was first observed by Nutt [22].
For example, consider the pair (h(x)+x, h(h(a))+a) , where a is a constant.
Equation (h+1) x=(h2+1) a is generated, which is solvable on Z2[h]:
(h+1) x=(h2+1) a
(h+1) x=(h+1)2 a
x=(h+1) a.
Therefore h(x)+x and h(h(a))+a are ACUNh unifiable and %(x)=h(a)+a is an
ACUNh-unifier.
Similarly, consider the pair (h(h(x))+x, h(a)+a) , where a is a constant. The
equation (h2+1) x=(h+1) a is generated which clearly has no solution on Z2[h].
Therefore h(h(x))+x and h(a)+a are not ACUNh unifiable.
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We now give an algorithm for ACUNh-unification.
1. Input
 S=[(s1 , t1) , (s2 , t2) , ..., (sk , tk)] is the set of pairs to be unified,
where
si =Hi1xi1+Hi2 xi2+ } } } +H imi x imi , Hij # Z2[h]
ti =H$i1c1+H$i2 c2+ } } } +H$ilcl , H$ij # Z2[h].
 C=[c1 , ..., cl] is the set of constants which appear in S.
 X=[x1 , ..., xn] is the set of variables which appear in S.
2. Algorithm
(a) For each constant ci , 1il,
 Create a set of variables X ci=[xci1 , ..., x
ci
n ].
 Generate a set of equations S ci from S, xcipq # X
ci.
\
H11xci11+H12x
ci
12+ } } } +H1m1x
ci
1m1
=H$i1
H21xci21+H22x
ci
22+ } } } +H2m2x
ci
2m2
=H$i2
b b
Hk1xcik1+Hk2x
ci
k2+ } } } +Hkmkx
ci
kmk
=H$ik
 Solve S ci over Z2[h].
(b) If every S ci, 1il, has solutions then % is a substitution defined as
follows.
%(x1)=xc11 c1+ } } } +x
cl
1 cl
%(x2)=xc12 c1+ } } } +x
cl
2 cl
b
%(xn)=xc1n c1+ } } } +x
cl
n cl .
Theorem 14. S c1, S c2, ..., S cl have solutions iff S is ACUNh-unifiable and
%(si)=ACUNh %(t i), 1ik.
Since solvability of linear equations over Z2[h] is in P [16], we obtain the
following result.
Corollary 15. Elementary ACUNh-unifiability can be solved in polynomial
time.
General ACUNh-unifiability is again NP-complete. The above method of solving
ACUNh-unification can be generalized to allow more than one homomorphism.
However, this involves solving right-linear equations over the monoid semiring
Z2(h1 , h2 , ..., hk). It is not known whether this problem can be solved in P.
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In the above context of unification, only finite terms are allowed; i.e., the size of
each term has to be finite. For instance a+h(a)+h(h(a))+ } } } is not a valid term.
However there are cases in which two terms are unifiable only when infinite terms
are allowed. For example, there is no unifier for h(x)+x=ACUNh a. If we allow
infinite terms then h(x)+x=ACUNh a is unifiable and the unifier is x=a+h(a)+
h(h(a))+ } } } .
To solve ACUNh-unification over infinite terms, first we apply the same techni-
ques to get systems of linear equations with polynomial coefficients over Z2 [h],
and then solve those equations in terms of formal power series over Z2 [h]. This
can be done in polynomial time. The algorithm and proofs are given in the
Appendix.
Theorem 16. Elementary ACUNh-unifiability over infinite terms can be solved in
polynomial time.
5.1. Application to Set Constraints
Set constraints have been considered as a simple, accurate, and intuitive for-
malism in program analysis and type inference [1, 12]. Generally, solving a system
of set constraints is very expensive. The satisfiability problem of set constraints is
NEXPTIME-complete in general. Even for systems of set constraints that only con-
tain nullary set constructors (constants) over set operations, the satisfiability
problem turns out to be NP-complete [2]. Therefore identifying tractable sub-
classes of the set constraints problem is important. We define a subcase of the set
constraints problem which can be solved using our algorithm for ACUNh-unifica-
tion.
Let X be a set of variables, 7 a set of constructors consisting of nullary set con-
structors and one unary set constructor, and H=[, <] be the set operations (
is the symmetric set difference operator). Then a subclass M of set expressions can
be defined on X, 7, and H in the usual way. An equality constraint over M is an
equation of the form E=F where E, F are set expressions over M. It is obvious that
the operator  has the property of ACUN. If we interpret < as 0, nullary set con-
structors as constants, and unary set constructors as homomorphisms then it is
easy to see that the satisfiability problem of a system of equality constraints over
M can be reduced to an ACUNh-unification problem over infinite terms.
Theorem 17. The satisfiability problem of a system of equality constraints over
M can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. By Theorem 16. K
6. SECOND-ORDER MATCHING MODULO NILPOTENCE
6.1. Undecidability of Second-Order Unification
Goldfarb [11] showed that the unification of second-order terms is recursively
undecidable by a reduction from Hilbert’s Tenth Problem, the general solution of
a finite set of Diophantine equations. Any instance of this problem can be written
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as a finite set of equations of the forms xi } xj=xk , x i+xj=xk , and x i=Cj where
the x are numerical variables and the Cj are numerical constants.
Terms are constructed in the proof to represent numerical constants, and dis-
agreement pairs are constructed to represent the equations of any instance of
Hilbert’s Tenth Problem. The encoding used below is a reformulation [26] in the
simply typed *-calculus of Goldfarb’s [11]. If C denotes a natural number c0, it
is represented by the term c A, where c is the curried typed Church numeral
(*ty . t( } } } t
c
( y) } } } ) *x .G(A, x))
and {(A)={(x)={( y)=@, {(G )=(@, @  @), and {(c )={(t)=(@  @). For example,
0 A=A and 2 A=G(A, G(A, A)).
If a finite set of Diophantine equations has r numerical variables, then the
representation of the equations has r disagreement pairs of the form (1 fi (A),
fi (1 A)) where {( fi)=(@  @) and 1ir.
An equation xi=Cj where xi is a numerical variable is represented by the pair
of terms ( fi (A), cjA) .
An equation xi+xj=xk is represented by ( f i ( f j (A)), fk (A)). The substitution
[( fi , *w1 .n w1) , ( fj , *w1 .m w1) , ( fk , *w1 . p w1)],
where {(w1)=@, is a unifier for the pair of terms if and only if p=m+n.
Similarly, an equation xi } xj=xk is represented by the set with disagreement
pairs
(hl (A, B, G(G( fk (A), f j (B)), A)), G(G(A, B), h l ( fi (A), G(A, B), A))) ,
(hl (B, A, G(G( fk (B), f j (A)), A)), G(G(B, A), h l ( fi (B), G(A, A), A))) ,
where {(hl)=(@, @, @  @) and l=2i3 j5k. The substitution
[( fi , *w1 .m w1) , ( fj , *w1 .n w1) , ( fk , *w1 . p w1) , (hl , *w1w2w3 .u)],
where u=w3 if n=0, and if n>0 then u is
G(G(w1 , w2), G(G(m . 1w1 , 1 w2), .., G(G(m . (n&1) w1 , n&1w2), w3) } } ))
and {(w2)={(w3)=@, is a unifier for the disagreement set if and only if p=m } n.
6.2. Undecidability of Second-Order Nilpotent Matching
Let E=[F(x, x)=A] be a nilpotence axiom where F is a constant symbol and
{(F )=(@, @  @).
Definition 18. The problem of second-order nilpotent matching is defined as
follows.
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Instance. A finite set S=[(s1 , t1) , ..., (sn , tn)] of pairs of second-order terms
over a signature that includes F and A where for all i: 1in, {(si)={(t i) and the
ti do not contain any free variables.
Question. Does there exist a substitution % such that %si=E t i for every i:
1in?
Theorem 19. Second-order nilpotent matching is undecidable.
Proof. Suppose that the disagreement set [(s1 , t1) , ..., (sn , tn)] is a second
order unification problem produced with Goldfarb’s encoding of a system of
Diophantine equations. The disagreement set [(F(s1 , t1), A) , ..., (F(sn , tn), A)] is
an instance of second-order nilpotent matching.
If a substitution % is a unifier of [(s1 , t1) , ..., (sn , tn)] then it is a solution of the
above second-order nilpotent matching problem.
We now consider the converse. Suppose that a substitution \ is a solution to the
second-order matching problem. We can assume without loss of generality that
there are no free variables in si\ and ti\ where 1in. These terms are also first-
order terms.
We recall that the term decomposition transformation [20] for first-order
unification replaces an equation of the form f (u1 , ..., um)= f (v1 , ..., vm) where f is a
m-place constant symbol by the equations ui=vi where 1im. Repeatedly apply
this transformation to every equation of the form \sj=\tj where 1 jn, but not
to equations of the form F(r1 , r2)=F(r3 , r4). These applications of the transforma-
tion terminate [20].
As \ is a solution, we have \sj=E \tj . This implies that if there is an equation
formed by applications of term decomposition whose left and right sides have dif-
ferent principal constant symbols, the equation can only have the form F(r, r)=A,
or A=F(r, r), where r is a term. All subterms which contain F in the set of equa-
tions were introduced by components of \ in which F occurs. If all subterms of the
form F(w1 , w2) in the range of \ are replaced by A, then the substitution \$ so
formed is also a solution to the second-order matching problem.
This follows from the observation that if an equation produced by applications
of term decomposition to \sj=\tj has the form F(r1 , r2)=F(r3 , r4), the corre-
sponding equation formed by applications of this transformation to \$sj=\$tj is
A=A. Similarly, an equation F(r, r)=A also corresponds to an equation A=A.
The same holds for A=F(r, r).
The substitution \$ is a solution to the second-order matching problem and also
a unifier of the second-order unification problem because \$si is syntactically identi-
cal to \$ti where 1in.
By Goldfarb’s theorem [11] and this reduction, second-order nilpotent matching
is undecidable. K
7. CONCLUSIONS
The following table summarizes the complexity results we have obtained so far.
In the table, ‘‘elementary problem’’ refers either to an elementary E-unification or
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to an elementary E-matching problem, and ‘‘general problem’’ refers either to a
general E-unification or to a general E-matching problem.
Complexity
Equational theory E Elementary problem General problem
N NP-complete NP-complete
ACN NP-complete NP-complete
ACUN P NP-complete
ACUNh P NP-complete
We have also shown, in addition, that second-order matching modulo nilpotence
(N ) is undecidable. The complexity of ACUN with many homomorphisms is open.
The algorithm for ACUNh-unification has been implemented as part of a unifica-
tion workbench that is being developed at the University at Albany (SUNY).
APPENDIX
To extend ACUNh-unification, we represent infinite terms by means of formal
power series [10].
Definition 20. A formal power series is an expression in Z2[h] in the form of
a0+a1 h+a2h2+ } } } } } } ,
where ai # Z2 (0i ).
Lemma 21. An elementary term in ACUNh-unification can always be represented
using formal power series.
Definition 22. A polynomial H # Z2[h], is called an order-zero polynomial if
H =1+hk1+hk2+ } } } +hkm,
where 0<k1<k2 } } } <km .
Every polynomial H # Z2[h] where H{0 can be uniquely represented as a
product of a power of h and an order-zero polynomial, i.e., H=hnH , where n0
and H is an order-zero polynomial. The index n is called the order of H.
Lemma 23. The product of two order-zero polynomials is an order-zero polyno-
mial.
Lemma 24. H1 H 2 represents a formal power series, where H1 , H 2 # Z2[h] and
H 2 is an order zero polynomial.
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Proof. If H1 divides H 2 then it is trivial. Otherwise, since H 2 is an order-zero
polynomial, which can be written as 1+hH2 , where H2 # Z2[h]. H1 H 2 represents
a formal power series because
H1
1+hH2
=H1(1+hH2+(hH2)2+ } } } } } } ). K
Theorem 25. The equation H1x1+H2x2+ } } } +Hl xl=H has a formal power
series solution iff there exists H i : 1il, such that the order of Hi is less than or
equal to the order of H.
Proof. The equation can be written as
hk1H 1 x1+hk2H 2x2+ } } } +hklH lx l=hnH ,
where H 1 , H 2 , ..., H l , H are order-zero polynomials.
The first direction is proved by contradiction. Assume the equation has formal
power series solutions and there is no Hi , 1il, such that the order of Hi is less
than or equal to the order of H,
Suppose that we choose Hi such that ki is a smallest order for 1il. We have
ki>n. The term hki can be factored out, and the equation becomes
hk1&kiH 1 x1+hk2&kiH 2 x2+ } } } +hkl&kiH lx l+
H
hki&n
=0.
We know that the equation has a formal power series solution, so the term
H hki&n has to be canceled out. This cannot be done by assigning any formal power
series to x1 , x2 , ..., xl .
To prove the converse implication, we let ki where 1il be a smallest order
on the left side of the above equation. We know the order of Hi is less than the
order of H. The term hki can be factored out and the equation becomes
hk1&kiH 1x1+hk2&kiH 2x2+ } } } +hki&1&kiH i&1xi&1+H ixi
+hki+1&kiH i+1xi+1+ } } } +hkl&kiH lxl+hn&kiH =0.
A formal power series solution for the equation is
xj={
0 if i{ j
hn&ki
H
H i
if i= j,
where 1 jl. K
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Definition 26. An equation system is called an order-zero system if it has the
form
\
H 10 y1 + H11 x1 + H12 x2 + } } } + H1nxn =H1
H 20 y2 + H21x1 + H22 x2 + } } } + H2nxn =H2
b + b + b + } } } + b = b
b + b + b + } } } + b = b
H m0 ym+Hm1x1+Hm2x2+ } } } +Hmnxn=Hm
where Hij , H ij # Z2[h] and H ij ’s are order-zero polynomials.
Lemma 27. An order-zero system has formal power series solutions.
The algorithm below for solving such equational systems uses the following
classification of its equations into three distinct types.
type-0. An equation is a type-0 equation in a system of equations if it has the
form
H 0 y+H1x1+H2 x2+ } } } +Hn xn=H,
where H 0 is an order-zero equation and y does not appear in other equations.
type-1. An equation is a type-1 equation in a system of equations if it has the
form
H1x1+H2x2+ } } } +Hnxn=H
and there is an Hi such that the order of Hi is less than or equal to the order of H.
type-2. An equation is a type-2 equation in a system of equations if it has the
form
H1x1+H2x2+ } } } +Hnxn=H
and there is no Hi where 1in such that the order of Hi is less than or equal
to the order of H.
We now give an algorithm for solving a linear equation system in terms of formal
power series.
1. The input is a linear equation system T.
T=\
hk11H 11x1 + hk12H 12x2 + } } } + hk1nH 1nxn = hk1H 1 (1)
hk21H 21x1 + hk22H 22x2 + } } } + hk2nH 2nxn = hk2H 2 (2)
b + b + } } } + b = b
b + b + } } } + b = b
hkm1H m1x1+hkm2H m2 x2+ } } } +hkmnH mnxn=hkmH m (m)
where kij , ki # N, H ij ’s are order-zero polynomials.
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2. Algorithm:
Step 1. If T is an order-zero system then return YES and halt else
Step 2. If there is a type-2 equation in T then return NO and halt else
Step 3. We can find a type-1 equation, say equation ( j ). Pick a variable xi
such that kji is a smallest index in the equation and factor hk ji out. Equation ( j )
becomes
hkj 1&kjiH j1x1+hkj 2&kjiH j2x2+ } } } +hkji&1&kjiH ji&1x i&1
+H jixi+hkji+1&kjiH ji+1x i+1+ } } } +hkjn&kjiH jnxn=hkj&kjiH j .
Step 4. Eliminate x i in all other equations by using equation ( j), so that
xi only appears in equation ( j). Equation ( j) becomes a type-0 equation. Go to
Step 1.
Theorem 28. A system of linear equations can be solved in terms of formal power
series over Z2[h] in polynomial time.
Proof. We show first that the above algorithm is correct. If the equation system
is an order-zero system, by Lemma 27 it has formal power series solutions. The
algorithm would return YES at Step 1 and then halt. If there is a type-2 equation
in the equation system, by Theorem 25, the equation has no formal power series
solution. The algorithm would return NO at Step 2 and then halt. Steps 3 and
4 of the algorithm just perform variable eliminations and then return control to
Step 1.
Second, we show that the time complexity of the above algorithm is polynomial.
In each iteration of the loop, the algorithm either halts or reduces a type-1 equa-
tion into a type-0 one. A type-0 equation will remain of the same type during a
variable elimination. If there is a variable in a type-0 equation which does not
appear in the other equations, the coefficient of this variable will never change
during an elimination. It follows that the algorithm loops at most m times for an
equation system with m equations. We note that a type-1 equation could become
a type-2 one during a variable elimination. If this happens, the algorithm will halt
at Step 2 in the next iteration of the loop. K
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